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Abstract: A series of ZnO-doped nitrogen-carbon materials (xZnO-N-C) with ZnO contents of
5–40% are prepared by a vacuum curing–carbonization strategy using polyamide-imide as the N-C
source and zinc nitrate as the metal source for propane dehydrogenation (PDH). 20ZnO-N-C exhibits
outstanding initial activity (propane conversion of 35.2% and propene yield of 24.6%) and a relatively
low deactivation rate (0.071 h−1) at 600 ◦C. The results of detailed characterization show that small
ZnO nanoparticles (5.5 nm) with high dispersion on the catalyst can be obtained by adjusting the ZnO
loading. Moreover, more nitrogen-based species, especially ZnNx species, are formed on 20ZnO-N-C
in comparison with 20ZnO-N-C-air prepared via curing carbonization without vacuum, which may
contribute to the higher product selectivity and catalytic stability of 20ZnO-N-C. The active sites for
the PDH reaction on the catalyst system are proposed to be C=O species and Zn2+ species. Moreover,
the carbon deposition and the aggregation of ZnO nanoparticles are the causes of activity loss on this
catalyst system.

Keywords: polyamide-imide; ZnO-doped nitrogen-carbon; propane dehydrogenation; propene

1. Introduction

The selective activation of the inert but ubiquitous C–H bond in hydrocarbon molecules
remains of utmost importance, posing a formidable challenge in catalysis and even in the
field of chemistry [1,2]. Light alkenes, such as propylene, as key raw materials and primary
products of the petrochemical industry, have attracted ever-increasing attention [3]. Propy-
lene is one of the basic feedstocks for the production of plastics, packaging materials, and
synthetic fibers in the global chemical industry. Therefore, propylene production technol-
ogy, especially propane dehydrogenation (PDH), is of great interest to the petrochemical
market to expand the sources of propylene via a non-petroleum cracking route [4].

Owing to the highly endothermic characteristic of the PDH reaction, side reactions,
including propane cracking, deactivation by coke formation, and metal sintering, easily
occur under the required high temperature (550–600 ◦C), severely impeding its practical
application [5]. Currently, the PDH reaction is heavily dependent in industry on the
utilization of precious metals such as platinum and toxic transition metal oxides such as
chromium oxide [6]. Therefore, it is highly attractive to explore a low-cost and nontoxic
catalyst material for PDH with industrial-level propylene selectivity and catalytic stability.

Many alternative catalyst systems including metal oxides such as VOx, FeOx, ZnO,
metal sulfides, and carbon materials have been extensively developed, and their design
concepts could provide important references for the development of an efficient dehydro-
genation catalyst [7–12]. Recently, Zn species have been explored as active components
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of dehydrogenation catalysts, in addition to their role as promoters [13–16]. Moreover,
ZnO-based materials, such as ZnO loaded on silicalite-1 or doped with NbO, are usually
synthesized via impregnation, ion-exchange, and the pulsed laser deposition method,
which could exhibit good propane dehydrogenation performance [17–19]. In particular,
it has been demonstrated that isolated Zn atoms or highly dispersed ZnO nanoclusters
present high propene selectivity and catalytic stability in the PDH system [20]. Schweitzer
et al. observed high propene selectivity for single-site Zn2+ on SiO2, and pointed out that
three-coordinated Zn2+ Lewis acid sites and the coordinated environment of metal oxides
are of great significance in the design of efficient metal oxide catalysts for PDH [21]. Shi
et al. found that ZnO nanoparticles with an appropriate size of approximately 4.8 nm
on ZnO/SiO2 exhibited the maximum PDH activity, and proposed that unsaturated Zn2+

accompanied by oxygen vacancies are the active sites for the activation of the C–H bond
in propane [16]. However, ZnO-based materials have inherent stability defects due to the
production of low-melting-point metallic Zn (420 ◦C) in the PDH reaction process. Also,
some acidic supports such as molecular sieves may lead to the low propene selectivity and
poor stability of Zn-based catalysts due to side reactions and coking [22]. To overcome these
shortcomings, constructing strong coordination interactions between active Zn species and
a support showing basicity, such as N-doped carbon material (N-C), is a feasible strategy.
Notable examples of this are the design of highly dispersed Zn-based catalysts supported
on N-C material from zeolitic imidazolate framework-8 [23,24]. Owing to the stabilizing
effect of the N-C material on ZnO nanoparticles, the catalysts show high activity and
stability for the PDH reaction. However, the nature of the catalytically active Zn sites in
Zn-based N-C material is still poorly understood.

Polyamide-imide (PAI), as an important, well-established, and commercialized class of
polymers, prepared via the condensation of an aromatic diamine and an anhydride, can be a
good source for the synthesis of N-C material, which has a strong anchoring effect for metal
species and favorable surface modifications [25,26]. However, little is known about the
utilization of PAI as the precursor to prepare Zn-based N-C material for the PDH reaction.
In this study, we developed a facile vacuum curing–carbonization approach to prepare a
series of ZnO-doped N-C materials (ZnO-N-C) with small ZnO nanoparticles using PAI as
the N-C source and zinc nitrate as the metal source. The relationship between the structure
of the catalyst and the activity of the Zn species in the PDH reaction was explored using a
series of characterization techniques. Moreover, the probable active sites and deactivation
factors for the PDH reaction on the catalysts were determined and proposed.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. The Phase Structure and Nanoparticle Size of the Catalyst

The phase structure of each catalyst was firstly characterized via XRD analysis, as
shown in Figure 1. The sharp and strong peaks in the pattern of the ZnO catalyst, located
at 2θ positions of 31.8◦, 34.4◦, 36.2◦, 47.5◦, 56.6◦, 62.9◦, 66.4◦, 68.0◦, 69.1◦, 72.6◦, and 77.0◦,
corresponded to the characteristic planes (100), (002), (101), (102), (110), (103), (200), (112),
(201), (004), and (202) of the ZnO hexagonal phase, respectively (JCPDS No. 36-1451) [27].
Meanwhile, the broad diffraction peak at 22.4◦, corresponding to the (002) peak of graphite,
was observed in the pattern of the N-C-based materials, demonstrating the amorphous
carbon skeleton of the support [28]. Moreover, there was another weak and broad peak
at 44.1◦, attributed to the (100) reflection plane of graphitized carbon [29,30]. This means
that the N-C-based catalysts were in a certain degree of graphitization, consistent with
the following Raman results. There were no signals about the ZnO phase for 5ZnO-N-
C, indicating its high dispersion on the catalyst. When further increasing the loading
amount of ZnO to 10%, in sharp contrast, the featured high-intensity diffraction peaks of
ZnO appeared, indicating the successful synthesis of ZnO-doped nitrogen-carbon material
derived from PAI. After careful calculation using the Debye–Scherer equation, the grain
size of ZnO for 10ZnO-N-C was found to be 29.5 nm. However, further increasing the
ZnO content to 20–40%, the diffraction peaks attributed to ZnO became weak and broad,
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suggesting the higher dispersion of ZnO nanoparticles on the catalysts. The grain sizes of
ZnO were 5.1–7.4 nm on the 20–40ZnO-N-C catalysts, much smaller than those on 10ZnO-
N-C. Notably, there was an exceptional case in which the characteristic peaks belonging
to ZnO in the XRD pattern of 10ZnO-N-C were obviously sharper than those of the other
catalysts with a higher ZnO content. It was carefully observed that considerably more
foam was generated during the curing process of 10ZnO-N-C compared with during the
curing process of other catalysts with different ZnO contents, which indicated that the
violent reaction easily caused zinc enrichment on the catalyst surface, resulting in the
agglomeration of ZnO species, which was further observed in the following TEM images.
By comparison, the pure ZnO catalyst exhibited a very large ZnO grain size of 62.4 nm,
suggesting that loading ZnO onto the N-C material could severely reduce its grain size, thus
improving its dispersion. Moreover, after carefully comparing the XRD diffraction peaks
of 20ZnO-N-C and 20ZnO-N-C-air, as expected, the grain size of ZnO on 20ZnO-N-C-air
(12.9 nm) was found to be more than twice larger than that on 20ZnO-N-C (5.1 nm),
suggesting the higher dispersion of ZnO nanoparticles on the latter.
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observed for the 5ZnO-N-C catalyst because of its high dispersion on the catalyst, con-
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of the fresh catalysts: (a) N-C; (b) 5ZnO-N-C; (c) 10ZnO-N-C; (d) 20ZnO-N-C;
(e) 20ZnO-N-C-air; (f) 30ZnO-N-C; (g) 40ZnO-N-C; (h) ZnO. XRD patterns of the spent catalysts:
(i) 20ZnO-N-C (GHSV = 840 h−1, T = 600 ◦C, t = 2.5 h); (j) 20ZnO-N-C (GHSV = 840 h−1, T = 580 ◦C,
t = 6 h); (k) 20ZnO-N-C-air (GHSV = 840 h−1, T = 600 ◦C, t = 2.5 h).

To determine the nanoparticle size and state of the ZnO on the catalysts, TEM and
HRTEM images are depicted in Figure 2. A large bulk structure with a smooth surface
was observed on the N-C catalyst/support. As expected, no ZnO nanoparticles could be
observed for the 5ZnO-N-C catalyst because of its high dispersion on the catalyst, consistent
with the XRD result. However, there were many accumulated ZnO nanoparticles with
extremely heterogeneous distribution on the carbon support for 10ZnO-N-C. From the
statistics, the average size of ZnO nanoparticles was 35.9 nm. Further increasing the ZnO
content to 20–40%, it was observed that the ZnO nanoparticles were highly dispersed on
the catalysts. And, the nanoparticle size was 5.5 nm, 6.8 nm, and 8.2 nm for 20ZnO-N-C,
30ZnO-N-C, and 40ZnO-N-C, respectively. In comparison with 20ZnO-N-C, 20ZnO-N-C-
air exhibited a larger ZnO nanoparticle size of 13.8 nm, demonstrating the higher dispersion
of ZnO nanoparticles on 20ZnO-N-C. However, the series of the above-mentioned catalysts
showed a much smaller nanoparticle size than the pure ZnO catalyst (221.0 nm), suggesting
that loading ZnO onto the N-C support significantly hindered the growth of the ZnO
nanoparticles, also having a stabilization effect on the N-C material [23]. Moreover, the
HRTEM observations of the catalysts showed that there were two exposed crystalline
planes with an interplanar spacing of 0.284 nm and 0.264 nm, belonging to the characteristic
ZnO (100) and ZnO (002) planes, respectively [31,32].
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Figure 2. TEM images of (a) N-C; (b) 5ZnO-N-C; (c) 10ZnO-N-C; (d) 20ZnO-N-C; (e) 30ZnO-N-C;
(f) 40ZnO-N-C; (g) ZnO; (h) 20ZnO-N-C-air; (l) spent 20ZnO-N-C catalyst (GHSV = 840 h−1,
T = 580 ◦C, t = 6 h). HRTEM images of (i) 20ZnO-N-C; (j) 20ZnO-N-C-air; (k) spent 20ZnO-N-
C catalyst (GHSV = 840 h−1, T = 580 ◦C, t = 6 h).

The Raman spectra of the catalysts were further analyzed and are described in Figure 3.
No characteristic Raman bands of ZnO between 200 cm−1 and 600 cm−1 were observed on
the catalysts, also suggesting that the ZnO nanoparticles were doped on the support [33].
However, all the catalysts exhibited the featured D band and G band at 1345 cm−1 and
1590 cm−1, which are attributed to the structural defect of the carbon atomic lattice and the
in-plane stretching vibration of carbon atom sp2 hybridization [34,35]. The ID/IG values
for Raman spectra were utilized to evaluate the graphitization of carbon-based materials,
which are listed in Figure 3. In comparison with N-C, the introduction of ZnO caused the
ID/IG value to slightly increase from 1.48 to 1.61–1.70, suggesting that ZnO destroyed the
order of the carbon materials, thus resulting in the reduction in the graphitization degree
of the carbon-based catalysts. With the further increase in ZnO content in the catalyst,
the ID/IG value changed little, indicating that adjusting the ZnO content did not have a
significant effect on the graphitization of the carbon materials.
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2.2. The Surface Composition and State of the Catalyst

FTIR spectra were recorded to identify the types of functional groups on the catalysts,
which are depicted in Figure 4. The figure shows that all catalysts with different ZnO
contents display similarly shaped curves. The vibration of O–H located at the wavenumber
of 3432 cm−1 was observed [36], indicating the presence of adsorbed H2O molecules on the
catalyst surface, consistent with the following XPS results. The stretching vibrations located
at about 2810–3010 cm−1 correspond to the C–H bond [34]. The peaks at 1580 cm−1 and
1280 cm−1 can be attributed to C=N bond and N–H bond [37], indicating that N-containing
species were successfully retained in the catalyst. The intensive bands around 1726 cm−1

belong to the stretching vibrations of the C=O group, which is usually recognized as the active
site of PDH on carbon-based materials [38,39]. However, the intensity of the C=O bond in the
spectra of 20ZnO-N-C was the weakest among all the catalysts, indicating that C=O species
may not have been the sole active site in the catalyst system for the PDH reaction.
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Furthermore, the XPS spectra of the catalysts, shown in Figure 5, were obtained to
detect the elemental composition and chemical state of the species on the catalyst surface.
The spectra revealed the presence of Zn, N, O, and C on xZnO-N-C catalyst’s surface,
demonstrating that Zn species were successfully loaded, and N species were maintained
in the materials. The two peaks located at 1021.6–1022.3 eV and 1044.8–1045.5 eV were
assigned to the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 electronic states of Zn2+, respectively [27]. The binding
energy of Zn 2p for ZnO obviously shifted to higher direction in the xZnO-N-C and
20ZnO-N-C-air catalysts, indicating that the interactions between Zn species and the N-C
support such as through Zn–Nx coordination bonds formed during the preparation process.
Moreover, the intensity of the Zn 2p spectra strengthened for the xZnO-N-C catalyst with
increasing ZnO content, demonstrating that the Zn content on the catalyst surface increased,
as listed in Table 1. The N 1s spectra of the N-C was clearly split into three peaks at 398.6 eV,
400.6 eV, and 401.5 eV, which are associated with pyridinic-N, pyrrolic-N, and graphitic-N
species, respectively [40]. However, the deconvoluted N 1s spectra of the xZnO-N-C and
20ZNO-N-C-air revealed that another type of nitrogen-based species Zn–Nx, located at
399.4 eV, was present [15]. Therefore, the results confirmed that Zn–Nx species formed in
the carbon skeleton of xZnO-N-C. Moreover, 20ZnO-N-C exhibited a larger total amount of
the three nitrogen-based species (5.71%) and surface Zn–Nx species (1.14%) than 20ZnO-
N-C-air, which may have resulted from the more thorough condensation reaction that
occurred under a vacuum compared with that in air. The O 1s signals of the catalysts
exhibited three distinct peaks: lattice O (Olatt: 530.4–530.7 eV) or Zn–O from ZnO, O defect
(Odef: 532.0–532.3 eV), or the O species of C=O group on the N-C support and adsorbing O
(Oad: 533.4–533.7 eV), or adsorbed H2O molecules [41]. As shown in Table 1, the content of
surface O species on 20ZnO-N-C was less than on 20ZnO-N-C-air, which we attributed to
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the C=O groups, suggesting that the C=O group was not the only active site for the PDH
reaction, consistent with the FTIR results.
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Table 1. The contents of surface species on the fresh catalysts based on the XPS results.

Catalyst

Atomic Content (%)

Zn
N O C

Pyridinic-N Zn-Nx Pyrrole-N Graphitic-N Zn-O C=O O-H

N-C 0 1.62 0 1.72 0.34 0 6.96 2.02 87.36
5ZnO-N-C 1.46 3.44 1.95 1.39 0.48 1.29 6.02 1.25 82.73

10ZnO-N-C 6.52 2.77 1.04 0.93 0.29 5.37 3.78 1.09 78.20
20ZnO-N-C 5.26 3.16 1.14 1.02 0.40 4.32 4.20 1.02 79.49
30ZnO-N-C 8.48 3.30 1.19 1.25 0.30 6.63 4.86 1.22 72.76
40ZnO-N-C 10.73 3.04 1.34 1.26 0.43 8.20 4.66 1.33 69.02

20ZnO-N-C-air 6.27 2.45 0.88 0.99 0.25 5.53 5.39 1.58 76.68

2.3. The Acidity and Basicity of the Catalysts

The acidity and basicity of a catalyst are important factors influencing its dehydrogena-
tion activity and product selectivity [42]. Therefore, NH3-TPD and CO2-TPD characteriza-
tions were performed for each catalyst in order to detect their acidity and basicity, and the
corresponding profiles are displayed in Figure 6. The peaks with weak intensities, located
at 100–350 ◦C on the NH3-TPD and CO2-TPD profiles of the xZnO-N-C and 20ZnO-N-C-air
catalysts, suggested the presence of tiny amounts of acidity and basicity [43]. Both ZnO
and N-C materials are hardly acidic or basic. After ZnO loading, the materials exhibited
increasing acidity and basicity, demonstrating that there were some interactions between
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Zn and N-C species, as proved by the Raman and XPS characterizations. Moreover, the
acidity and basicity of xZnO-N-C varied for different ZnO loading amounts, suggesting
that Zn loading can be utilized to adjust the acidic and basic sites of N-C-based materials.
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2.4. Catalytic Performance and Stability for PDH

The catalytic performance of the above-mentioned materials in the PDH reaction was
firstly investigated, and the results are illustrated in Figure 7 and Table 2. Both ZnO and
N-C catalysts produced a propane conversion of about 20.0%, indicating that ZnO species
and C=O species both provided active sites for the PDH reaction [20,44]. By comparison,
the N-C material exhibited slightly higher propene selectivity (46.5%) than the ZnO catalyst.
For the 20ZnO-N-C-air catalyst, the propane conversion and propylene selectivity both
increased 32.1% and 53.4%, which may be due to the coelevation of acidity and basicity
of the catalyst, caused by the formation of Zn–Nx coordination bonds and the presence
of electron-donating function groups such as nitrogen-based species. In sharp contrast,
however, the 20ZnO-N-C catalyst presented advantages in terms of product selectivity
and catalytic stability. Specifically, a higher propene selectivity (70.0%) with a propane
conversion of 35.2% was obtained, suggesting that the larger number of electron-donating
groups on 20ZnO-N-C led the electron-rich product of propene to easily desorb from
the catalyst surface, thus improving the product selectivity. Regarding catalytic stability,
20ZnO-N-C had the smaller deactivation rate constant (kd = 0.10 h−1) than 20ZnO-N-C-air
(kd = 0.38 h−1), demonstrating the higher stability of the former. And, the formation
of strong Zn–Nx coordination bonds was conducive to the improvement in the catalytic
stability. Moreover, the propene selectivity gradually increased; thus, the propene yield
reached the maximum (27.3%) after 60 min of reaction, then gradually decreased to 24.0%
on the 20ZnO-N-C catalyst during the 150 min reaction. This trend was similar to that of
the initial propene yield (24.6%), also indicating the higher catalytic stability of the catalyst.
By comparison, the propene yield of 20ZnO-N-C-air continuously decreased from 17.1%
to 10.0% during the 150 min reaction. With the increase in ZnO loading, both the propane
conversion and propene selectivity first increased and then decreased, demonstrating that
the ZnO content of the catalyst affected the catalytic performance for PDH.
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Table 2. The results obtained from propane dehydrogenation over Zn-based catalysts.

Catalyst Gas Composition GHSVC3H8 (h−1) T (◦C) C3H8
Conversion (%) C3H6 Selectivity (%) kd (h−1) Reference

Zn/H-ZSM-5(15, 1.3) C3H8/N2 = 5/95 20,000 550 ~13 ~80 - [20]
5ZnO/SiO2 H2/C3H8/Ar = 1/1/5 1000 600 27 95 0.030 [16]

ZnO@NC/S-1(1.0) H2/C3H8/N2 = 1/1/ 5 450 600 44.4 90 0.092 [23]

NS-ZIF8-900 C3H8/He = 1/4 1860 550 ~5 ~88 - [24]930 600 ~15 ~80 0.082

20ZnO-N-C C3H8 (100%) 840 580 18.1 83 0.071 This work
840 600 30.7 78.2 - This work

Note: C3H8 conversion and C3H6 selectivity are provided as stable values, with the time-on-stream reported.

Then, the influences of reaction temperature (T) and gas hourly space velocity (GHSV)
of propane for the 20ZnO-N-C catalyst on the PDH reaction were determined, as shown in
Figure 8. As expected, propane conversion greatly increased and the propene selectivity
of the catalyst gradually reduced as the reaction temperature increased from 560 ◦C to
620 ◦C based on the endothermic characteristic of the PDH reaction. Moreover, the kd
value of 20ZnO-N-C increased, illustrating a decreasing catalytic stability with increasing
reaction temperature. Also, as expected, the propane conversion of the catalyst gradually
decreased, and the propene selectivity and catalytic stability increased as the GHSV of
propane increased from 600 h−1 to 1200 h−1. This occurred because the reduction in the
contact time prevented the occurrence of side reactions, therefore benefiting the propylene
selectivity and thus the catalytic stability.
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Finally, the catalytic stability of the 20ZnO-N-C catalyst at a reaction temperature of
580 ◦C and a GHSV of 840 h−1 was determined over 6 h, with the results presented in
Figure 9. The initial propane conversion and propene selectivity were 24.6% and 68.6%
for the catalyst, respectively. With the increase in the time-on-stream, propane conversion
shows a slightly decreased trend with a very small kd value of 0.071 h−1. Nevertheless,
the propene selectivity ascended, reached 83.0% after reaction for about 150 min, and
then stabilized, demonstrating the high stability of the 20ZnO-N-C catalyst under reaction
conditions of T = 580 ◦C and GHSV = 840 h−1.
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2.5. The Deactivation of the Catalyst

The deactivation of the PDH catalyst can be caused by coke formation and the aggre-
gation of active nanoparticles on the catalyst [4,45]. As a consequence, the Raman spectra
of the spent catalysts after 150 min of reaction were collected and are shown in Figure 3. It
can be observed that the ID/IG value slightly increased from 1.48–1.70 of the fresh catalyst
to 1.56–1.73 of the spent catalyst, demonstrating coke formation on the spent catalysts.
Moreover, the deposited carbon was mainly amorphous.

In order to investigate the amount of coke on the spent catalysts, the TG curves of
the fresh and spent N-C, 20ZnO-N-C-air, and 20ZnO-N-C (T = 600 ◦C, GHSV = 840 h−1,
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t = 150 min) were recorded and are shown in Figure 10. The amount of coke was calculated
using the weight loss between 300 ◦C and 700 ◦C. The amount of the deposited carbon for
the N-C catalyst was 8.2 wt%. The 20ZnO-N-C-air catalyst deposited 10.3 wt% carbon. We
found that the 20ZnO-N-C catalyst exhibited slightly more coke accumulation (12.6 wt%)
than 20ZnO-N-C-air. In combination with the catalytic performance, the coke formation is
one of the factors that resulted in the decrease in activity, but it was probably not the main
factor for the ZnO-N-C catalyst during the reaction.
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In order to obtain information about the nanoparticle size of ZnO, the XRD patterns
of some representative spent catalysts were recorded and are presented in Figure 1. The
peak intensities belonging to the ZnO phase in the XRD pattern of the spent 20ZnO-N-C-air
significantly strengthened compared with those of the fresh catalyst. And, the ZnO grain
size grew from 12.9 nm to 57.6 nm during the reaction, demonstrating the serious sintering
of ZnO after the reaction, which may have been another cause of the activity loss. For
20ZnO-N-C, the characteristic peak intensity of ZnO did not change significantly after
the reaction, and the grain size of ZnO remain unchanged at about 5.0 nm. This finding
clearly showed that the 20ZnO-N-C catalyst possessed better antisintering ability than the
20ZnO-N-C-air catalyst. Moreover, the nanoparticle size of ZnO grew from 5.5 nm on the
fresh 20ZnO-N-C catalyst to 10.6 nm after 6 h of reaction, as shown in the TEM image
(Figure 2), further demonstrating that nanoparticle aggregation was the primary reason for
the activity loss on the catalyst system.

3. Experimental Procedure
3.1. Catalyst Preparation

A series of xZnO-N-C catalysts (where x is the weight percent of ZnO in the cata-
lyst precursor) were prepared with a vacuum curing–carbonization process, as shown in
Scheme 1. Taking 20ZnO-N-C as an example, the specific synthetic process was as follows:
A mass of 4.00 g of PAI (SR3602-37W, US Cymer, solid content 38%, viscosity 5000 cps) was
firstly dissolved in 30 mL of N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent
Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) to form a transparent solution. Then, 3.66 g of Zn(NO3)2·6H2O
(Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) and 1.00 g of hexamethylenete-
tramine (Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) were added to obtain a
homogeneous solution. This solution was then stirred at 150 ◦C to form a viscous solid and
further cured under vacuum at 150 ◦C for 4 h to obtain the catalyst precursor. Finally, the
precursor was carbonized at 500 ◦C for 2 h, then at 600 ◦C for 6 h in a N2 atmosphere at a
ramping rate of 1.5 ◦C·min−1 to obtain the 20ZnO-N-C catalyst. The xZnO-N-C catalysts
with ZnO weight percent of 5–40% were prepared following the process mentioned above
by varying the added amount of PAI and Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, respectively.
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Scheme 1. The proposed ZnO-N-C catalyst formation mechanism.

As a comparison, 20ZnO-N-C-air was prepared via a similar process to that described
above except that the obtained homogenous solution containing the same amount of PAI
and Zn(NO3)2·6H2O in DMF was cured at 240 ◦C for 3 h in atmospheric air in order to
obtain the material with less nitrogen-based species. Moreover, N-C material with only
adding PAI, and ZnO material without adding PAI, were also prepared by the same process
mentioned above.

3.2. Catalytic Evaluation

The direct dehydrogenation of propane to propene was carried out in a continuous-
flow quartz reaction tube at atmospheric pressure, packed with 0.50 g of catalyst sample
supported on 1.0 g of quartz sand (60–80 mesh) and placed in the constant-temperature
zone of a reaction furnace, as depicted in Scheme 2. Propane gas (5.0–10.0 mL·min−1

flowing rate for 600–1200 h−1 of GHSV) was switched into the reactor after the reaction
temperature reached the set value in N2 flow (20 mL·min−1). The outlet gas was analyzed
using an online gas chromatography (GC2014, SHIMADZU, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with
a hydrogen flame ionization detector packed with HP-AL/S capillary chromatographic
column and a thermal conductivity detector provided with TDX-01 packed column, with
a sampling interval of 20 min. The carbon balance for all reactions was stabilized within
the range of 100 ± 4%. Moreover, the deactivation rate constant (kd, h−1) of the cata-
lyst was calculated using the following formula: kd = (ln((1 − Xfinal)/Xfinal) − ln((1 −
Xinitial)/Xinitial))/t, where Xinitial and Xfinal represent the conversion of propane on the
catalyst before and after reaction (%), and t stands for the reaction time (h).
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3.3. Catalyst Characterizations

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) of the samples was recorded with an X’ Pert Pro mul-
tipurpose diffractometer (Smartlab-SE, Rigaku Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) with Cu-Kα

radiation (λ = 0.15418 nm) from 5◦ to 80◦ at room temperature.
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Raman spectra of the catalysts were collected on a LabRam HR Evolution (HORIBA
Jobin Yvon S.A.S., Paris, France) equipped with a CCD detector and laser excitation
(λ = 532 nm) from 100 cm−1 to 2500 cm−1.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-resolution transmission electron mi-
croscopy (HRTEM) of the catalysts were performed with a transmission electron microscope
(TECNAI G2 F20, FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA) at 200 kV.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) of the catalysts was operated at
wavenumbers from 4000 to 500 cm−1 on a Nicolet Nexus 870 instrument (Nicolet In-
struments, Madison, WI, USA).

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses of the catalysts were performed on a
Thermo Fisher Scientific K-Alpha spectrometer (Waltham, MA, US). The binding energy
(BE) of the elements in the samples was determined referring to the C 1s peak (284.8 eV).

NH3 and CO2 temperature-programmed desorption of the catalysts (NH3-TPD and CO2-
TPD) was undertaken on a ChemBET Pulsar TPR/TPD analyzer (Quantachrome, Boynton
Beach, FL, USA). Before the test, 50 mg of catalyst was pretreated to remove the adsorbed
impurity at 400 ◦C for 60 min in He flow, followed by cooling to 100 ◦C and switching to
adsorb NH3 or CO2 for 60 min. After cooling to room temperature in He flow, NH3 or CO2
desorption was carried out under He gas at a ramping rate of 10 ◦C·min−1 to 900 ◦C.

Thermogravimetric (TG) measurements of the catalyst were determined on an NET-
ZSCH STA 449F3 thermogravimetric analyzer (Selb, Germany) from room temperature to
800 ◦C at a ramping rate of 10 ◦C·min−1 in air.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, a facile vacuum curing–carbonization method involving the regula-
tion of the Zn doping amount was developed for the production of xZnO-N-C materials
with small ZnO nanoparticles, improving the C3H6 selectivity in propane dehydrogena-
tion. Based on the structure–activity relationship, we found that Zn2+ species including
Zn–Nx and C=O on the N-C support are the probable active sites for the PDH reaction.
More nitrogen-based species, especially Zn–Nx coordination bonds, formed on xZnO-N-C,
leading to the coelevation of the activity and basicity of the materials. Consequently, the
20ZnO-N-C samples exhibited much higher initial activity (propane conversion of 35.2%
and propene yield of 24.6%) and relatively lower deactivation rate (0.071 h−1) than 20ZnO-
N-C-air when prepared with the curing–carbonization process in a PDH reaction conducted
at 600 ◦C. Furthermore, the catalyst deactivation was investigated, and carbon deposition
and the aggregation of ZnO nanoparticles were found to be the causes of the activity loss in
this catalyst system. The present findings provide not only a feasible construction strategy
for the metal-oxide-doped nitrogen-carbon materials but also valuable guidance for the
design of efficient catalysts for the dehydrogenation of light alkanes.
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